
Brave An impetuous princess discovers that her reckless choice has put both 
her family and her father's kingdom in peril in this animated adventure from 
Pixar films. As a toddler, Merida (voice of Kelly MacDonald) saw her father, King 
Fergus (Billy Connolly), do battle with one of the fiercest animals in the kingdom 
-- a horribly scarred hulk of a bear named Mordu. Though Fergus lost his leg 
defending his family, Merida and her mother, Queen Elinor, managed to escape 
the beast before it vanished back into the forest. Years later, Merida has grown 
up to become not just a skilled archer, but also a beautiful princess who inspires 
a competition among the eligible bachelors in the land. But Merida has little 
interest in getting married, and the harder her mother pushes the issue, the 
more fiercely she resists it. When the tournament for her hand gets under way 
and a deep divide opens between mother and daughter, Merida makes a wish 
that threatens the future of both her family and the entire kingdom. Now, with 
only a brief window of time to set things right, Merida must summon the 
courage to atone for her mistake and prevent a past tragedy from destroying 
any hope for a peaceful future. Walt Disney
Coma Dr. Susan Wheeler is a medical student who grows concerned when she 
notices a pattern of seemingly healthy patients falling into comas while getting 
routine surgeries. Her sleuthing puts her career in jeopardy even as she finds a 
sympathetic ally in a young surgeon (Steven Pasquale, TV's Rescue Me). But as 
the coma toll keeps rising, she traces the victims to a futuristic recovery facility 
nearby where she uncovers high-tech medical experiments and unspeakable 
horrors. She escapes only to be hunted by a crazed psychopath and must return 
to face ugly truths more shocking than she can imagine. Sony
Magic Mike "Channing Tatum is electrifying" (Owen Gleiberman, Entertainment 
Weekly) as Magic Mike, an entrepreneur with many talents and loads of charm. 
Mike spends his days pursuing the American dream, from roofing houses to 
designing furniture. But at night... he's just magic. The hot headliner in an 
all-male revue, Magic Mike has been rocking the stage at Club Xquisite for years, 
with his original style and over-the-top dance moves. Just as another summer 
heats up, an intriguing new woman enters his life, causing Mike to think twice 
about his future as a dancer. Warner
Chernobyl Diaries Chernobyl, 1986: As the worst nuclear disaster in history 
unfolds, residents are driven from their homes in the nearby city of Pripyat 
without enough time to grab even their most precious personal belongings. 
Over 25 years later, six young vacationers and their "extreme tourism" guide 
visit Pripyat to explore the ruins of a city now desolate and seemingly 
abandoned. But when they're forced to stay the night, they soon discover that 
they may not be alone in this eerie shocker by co-producer/co-writer Oren Peli, 
creator of Paranormal Activity. Warner
The Campaign Two powerful CEOs pit a blundering congressman against an 
unlikely political newcomer in order to seize control of a crucial North Carolina 
district in this satirical political comedy starring Will Ferrell and Zach 
Galifianakis. On the eve of an upcoming election, incumbent congressman Cam 
Brady (Ferrell) makes a misstep that threatens to end his career in politics. 
Recognizing the opportunity to gain influence in the aftermath of the public 
gaffe, a pair of scheming CEOs handpick credulous tourism-center director 
Marty Huggins (Galifianakis) as Brady's political rival, quickly shaping him into a 
viable candidate with the help of a seasoned campaign manager. As Election 
Day draws near, Brady and Huggins cast ethics aside to engage in the brand of 
hysterical mud-slinging that's sent contemporary politics straight down the 
toilet. Jason Sudeikis, John Lithgow, and Brian Cox co-star.  Warner
Painted Skin: The Resurrection An ancient fox spirit embarks on a diabolical 
quest to become human after escaping an icy prison, and becomes bound to a 
disfigured princess who seeks the love of a noble guard as her kingdom 
crumbles in this lavish supernatural epic. Confined to a frozen cell for centuries, 
malevolent fox spirit Xiaowei regains her freedom and seeks to preserve her 
beauty by seducing men and consuming their hearts. Should a man offer her 
his heart willingly, Xiaowei will become mortal, breaking free of the underworld 
and experiencing true life once again. Meanwhile, as a dark cloud falls over her 
kingdom, Princess Jing (Wei Zhao) flees, hiding her deep facial scars under a 
mask of pure gold while seeking the love of her former protector, who remains 
haunted by his failure to save her years prior. When destiny brings Xiaowei and 
Princess Jing together, the battle for the princess' heart begins. Well Go
The Princess Bride Once upon a time, a feisty old grandfather told his 
bedridden grandson a tongue-in-cheek fairy tale... In the mythical kingdom of 
Florin, farm boy Westley rides off one day to make his fortune, leaving his true 
love, Buttercup, waiting patiently behind. Unfortunately, his ship is beset by 
pirates, and Buttercup grieves for many years, believing Westley dead. She 
reluctantly agrees to marry Prince Humperdinck, knowing that she will never 
love him. Humperdinck has his own plans for the marriage, however--he intends 
to have Buttercup kidnapped and murdered in order to set off a border war that 
will strengthen his power. But she is eventually rescued by a mysterious pirate, 
who turns out to be Westley in disguise. Their reunion does not last long, 
though, and the pair must face numerous obstacles before they can live happily 
ever after. MGM
The Victim Veteran actor Michael Biehn follows up his 2010 directorial debut 
The Blood Bond with this neo-grindhouse thriller set in the deep woods. Annie 
(Jennifer Blanc) and her friend Mary were just looking to party in the great 
outdoors when they hooked up with a pair of Sheriff's deputies (Ryan Honey 
and Denny Kirkwood) who like to play rough. When Mary dies at one of their 
hands, lone witness Annie makes a narrow escape. Upon encountering Kyle 
(Biehn), a grizzled ex-con who lives alone in the woods, Annie begs for help in 
escaping her sadistic pursuers. But who is the real victim here, and how far will 
the two crooked cops really go to cover up their heinous crime? Anchor Bay
Supernatural Activity Damon Dealer (Andrew Pozza) heads up a TV show, 
Supernatural Activity, that sets out to debunk hoaxes and fraudsters. 
Summoned with his crew to Hicksville, Texas to investigate the local 
Smallsquatch (the offspring of Bigfoot and local witch), Dealer and his crew 
(variously vain, stupid and religiously fervent) get caught up in seances, 
exorcisms and things that go bump in the night. Stars Andrew Pozza, Liddy 
Bisanz and Joey Oglesby. Well Go
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Madmen Season 5 The 5th Season consisted of thirteen episodes, each running 
approximately 47 minutes in length. Season 5 takes place between Memorial 
Day (May 30) 1966 and Spring 1967. The season explores Don Draper's new 
marriage to Megan, which leads him to ignore his work at the Sterling Cooper 
Draper Pryce advertising agency. Meanwhile, Pete, Roger, Joan, and Peggy learn 
that it is "every man for himself" in their personal and professional lives, as they 
each face painful new beginnings. Stars Jon Hamm, Elisabeth Moss, Vincent 
Kartheiser, January Jones, Christina Hendricks. Lionsgate
The Raven Upon discovering that a psychotic serial killer has been using his 
writings as inspiration, legendary author Edgar Allan Poe (John Cusack) joins 
forces with a bright, young Baltimore detective to catch the maniac and end his 
reign of terror. Detective Emmett Fields (Luke Evans) was investigating a vicious 
murder when he realized the crime scene bore a striking resemblance to a 
mystery story that was just published in the local newspaper. The author of that 
ominous tale was Edgar Allan Poe, a brilliant young writer whose status as a 
social outcast catches the attention of the diligent detective. Shortly after Poe is 
questioned by the authorities, detectives stumble upon yet another murder 
scene that seems to have been inspired by the author's morbid writings. 
Convinced that the killer will once again use Poe's writings as a springboard to 
murder, Detective Fields recruits the reclusive author to help piece together a 
pattern to the crimes and stop the madman before he can strike again. Fox
Rock of Ages A small-town girl and a big-city boy find their fates intersecting on 
the Sunset Strip, riding a wave of romance through the height of the "hair 
metal" scene as the off-Broadway musical rocks its way to the big screen 
courtesy of choreographer-turned-director Adam Shankman. Arriving in 
Hollywood with stars in her eyes, Sherrie (Julianne Hough) meets Drew (Diego 
Boneta), and together they plunge headlong into the local rock scene. 
Meanwhile, as Sherrie struggles to stay afloat in a churning sea of rock 'n' roll 
excess, she gets swept off her feet by audacious rock star Stacee Jaxx (Tom 
Cruise). Russell Brand, Paul Giamatti, and Bryan Cranston co-star in a movie 
featuring music by Journey, Def Leppard, Poison, Whitesnake, Bon Jovi, 
Foreigner, Joan Jett, and REO Speedwagon. Warner
Everybody's Fine Robert DeNiro leads an acclaimed all-star cast - Drew 
Barrymore, Kate Beckinsale and Sam Rockwell - in Everybody's Fine, the 
heartwarming film that will move you to laughter and tears. When Frank 
Goode's grown children cancel a family reunion, the recent widower sets off on 
a cross-country journey to reconnect with each of them. Expecting to share in 
the joys of their happy, successful lives, his surprise visits reveal a picture that's 
far from perfect. A family separated by physical and emotional distance finds a 
way to come together in a story that will touch your heart. Lionsgate
Abraham Lincoln Vampire Hunter  From visionary filmmakers Tim Burton and 
Timur Bekmambetov (director of Wanted) comes this edgy thriller about the 
untold story that shaped our nation. Abraham Lincoln, history's greatest hunter 
of the undead, must risk the presidency, his family and his life to protect 
America from bloodthirsty vampires. Thrust into an epic fight against the 
ruthless killers, Lincoln must rely on those around him. But it's unclear who he 
can trust in this "visceral, violent and wild ride" (JoBlo.com) that's ablaze with 
plot twists, blood-pumping action and spectacular special effects! Fox
Sound Of My Voice is a psychological thriller, journalists Peter and Lorna 
undergo an elaborate preparation process in order to infiltrate a cult, leading 
from a desolate road to an unmarked location, but the mystery only deepens 
when their blindfolds are removed. Fox
Prometheus A team of space explorers embarks on a fantastic voyage to the 
edge of the universe after making a profound discovery that hints at the true 
origins of the human race in this belated pseudo-prequel to director Ridley 
Scott's 1979 sci-fi classic Alien. Isle of Skye, Scotland: 2089. Archeologists 
Elizabeth Shaw and Charlie Holloway discover a cave drawing featuring a 
mysterious star pattern not found in our solar system. Upon comparing the 
image with similar other ones found at different archeological digs all over the 
planet, the pair realizes that they all match perfectly. They're convinced that the 
image is an invitation, and set out on a high tech Weyland Industries ship called 
Prometheus to - just maybe - unlock the mysteries of mankind's origins on 
Earth. Flash forward to Christmas Day, 2093. The crew of Prometheus awakens 
from stasis to learn they have arrived at their destination. With highly-intelligent 
android David assisting the mission, and chilly Weyland representative Meredith 
Vickers (Charlize Theron) calling the shots, Captain Janet (Idris Elba) brings the 
ship down to the surface, landing next to a line of awe-inspiring structures that 
appear to have been built by intelligent beings. But when a small crew led by 
Elizabeth and Charlie explore the remote planet, the artifacts they find threaten 
to contradict everything mankind had been taught about its origins. But there's 
a secret in this chamber that's lain dormant for centuries, and now that it senses 
life, it finally sees an opportunity to escape. If it does, the trip that was supposed 
to answer al of our biggest questions about life could also be the one that seals 
the fate of every living creature on planet Earth. Fox
Bait 3D Supermarket shoppers battle man-eating sharks when a tsunami 
plunges a coastal resort under water, and the perfect predator gets a whole 
new stalking ground. Queensland, Australia: The weather is perfect, the water is 
blue, and the vacationers at a luxury resort file into an underground 
supermarket to stock up for another day in paradise. Just then, an armed 
madman bursts in with an itchy trigger finger and a desperate gleam in his eye. 
Little do the frightened hostages realize, he will soon be the least of their 
worries; the waters around Queensland are rising fast, and before long the store 
will be completely submerged. When that happens, the aisles will be filled with 
hungry tiger sharks in search of a fresh meal. Now, in order to avoid becoming 
the Catch of the Day, the desperate shoppers must band together, and show the 
sharks who's really at the top of the food chain. Anchor Bay
The Cup Damien Oliver is a young jockey who loses his only brother in a tragic 
racing accident just days before the Melbourne Cup. His brother's fall 
hauntingly mirrors the way their father died 27 years earlier. After suffering 
through a series of discouraging defeats, Damien teams with Irish trainer 
Dermot Weld and triumphs at the 2002 Melbourne Cup in one of the most 
thrilling finales in sporting history. Lionsgate
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Something Big In this western, an outlaw anxiously awaits the arrival of his 
betrothed, who is under the false impression that her fiancé is worth a fortune. 
Unfortunately, the fellow has earned nothing during his stint in the West. 
Desperate to keep her, he begins plotting the theft of a Mexican bandit's loot. 
But before he can, he will need a Gatling gun. He knows a man who has one, but 
the gun owner refuses to part with it unless the outlaw agrees to find him a 
woman. The outlaw then kidnaps a likely candidate from a stage coach. 
Unfortunately, he doesn't realize that the woman is a colonel's wife. Later as he 
is hauling his heavy gun, he runs into the colonel who is looking for his missing 
wife. A shoot out ensues and things look bleak for the outlaw until the colonel's 
wife intervenes and suggests to her husband that since he is about to retire, he 
ought to allow the fellow to take the chance and try to pull off the heist. 
Paramount/CBS
How I Met Your Mother Season 7 With both a baby and a wedding on the way, 
change is in the air and awesomeness abounds in the hilariously unpredictable 
Season Seven of How I Met Your Mother. As Marshall and Lily move away to start 
their family, Ted continues the search for the woman of his dreams. Meanwhile, 
Robin reveals a shocking secret and special guest star Katie Holmes joins the 
fun in the long-awaited return of the Slutty Pumpkin! And, wedding bells are 
ringing at last for confirmed bachelor Barney, but why is he wearing that 
ridiculous ducky tie, and just who is the "lucky" lady? Fox
TV Toons To Go 100 Episodes is fully loaded with over 40 hours of fun across 
110 episodes from popular TV shows spanning 10 DVDs housed in an awesome 
tin travel case! Kids of all ages will enjoy laughing, learning, solving mysteries 
and going on adventures with all of their favorite cartoon characters including 
the fun and feisty Heathcliff, Archie and the gang of Riverdale High, the girls of 
Horseland, the ever-busy Huckle Cat and Lowly Worm, the travelling Buster plus 
hundreds more in this incredible collection of favorite animated TV shows. From 
tracking down the whereabouts of the illusive Carmen Sandiego to watching 
the wild antics and explosive experiments of Johnny Test and his dog Dukey, it’s 
non-stop amusement for the whole family to enjoy! Whether you travel by car, 
rocket ship, horse, or an apple shaped helicopter, TV Toons To Go is the perfect 
companion for fun on the run. Mill Creek
The League Season 3 Unsportsmanlike conduct takes on a whole new meaning 
in the hilarious, smack-talking fantasy football comedy, The League. With special 
guest stars Seth Rogen, Jeff Goldblum, Sarah Silverman and Eliza Dushku, 
Season Three kicks off as Kevin and Jenny have a run-in with a local drug dealer, 
and Pete regrets learning a new sexual position. Ruxin hires a hot new au pair, 
but does Taco have his eyes on her end zone? It's time to trade up to special 
never-before-seen extended episodes and outrageously unrated bonus 
features. The race to the playoffs is on - but who wins the Shiva, and who gets 
the dreaded Sacko? Fox
Bones Season 7 Experience People's Choice Awards nominee Bones in a whole 
new way with never-before-seen footage not available anywhere else! While 
she tackles some of her most gruesome homicide cases yet, Dr. Temperance 
Brennan (Emily Deschanel) also faces the delicate demands of motherhood, and 
a deepening relationship with FBI Special Agent Seeley Booth (David Boreanaz). 
The thrills escalate this season when a pastor's wife goes missing, shipping 
clerks go postal, and the squints go Hollywood. But the biggest shocker of all 
comes when clues left by a deranged cyber genius tag Brennan as a murder 
suspect. Here are all 13 Season 7 episodes with plot twists, mystery, romance 
and humor to die for! Fox
The Cottage When Chloe (Kristen Dalton) and Michael Carpenter (Victor 
Browne) rent the cottage behind their house to Robert Mars (David Arquette), a 
seemingly quiet novelist, they have no idea about the depraved secrets of his 
past. Soon, the suburban couple wakes up in a nightmare, unable to protect 
themselves or their family from the danger lurking in their own backyard. E1 
Entertainment
Back From Hell When six pals escape the chaos of the city for a brief getaway, 
the manor home they rent in the countryside may not be so idyllic after all … 
The party mood soon sours as strange phenomenon begins. The group initially 
attempts to rationalize the occurrences, but they soon escalate into horrifying 
paranormal events and, ultimately, the apparent possession of Giorgio.   
Desperate, the terrorized group pleads with the local priest to exorcise the 
unholy force. But its demonic powers may be more than he can handle … and a 
bigger menace than any of them could have imagined. Inception
Robert Conrad Double Feature Live a Littel, Steal a Lot, Sudden Death ive a 
Little, Steal A Lot aka Murph the Surf (1975): Based on a true story, details the 
daring 1964 theft of the J.P. Morgan jewel collection from New York’s American 
Museum of Natural History.  Called the “Greatest Jewel Heist of the 20th 
Century,” the robbers took 22 precious gems, including the Star of India (a 
563.35-carat sapphire), the 100.32-carat de Long Ruby and the 16.25-carat Eagle 
Diamond (which was never recovered) … stones so famous they would be 
impossible to sell. Sudden Death (1977):  When Ed Neilson’s entire family is 
viciously murdered, he pleads with retired CIA operative Duke Smith (Robert 
Conrad) to investigate. He refuses, but relents after Neilson too meets an 
explosive death. Deception, international intrigue and a ruthless “syndicate of 
businessmen” intent on raping a South Pacific Islands nation of its resources 
keep the pace fast.  But when the executives hire a treacherous assassin, the two 
are thrown head-to-head in a predestined match of cunning, wit and brute 
force. Only one will survive. For the other it’s Sudden Death. Inception
That 70's Show Biggest Hits Dynamite Collection Packed with 10 far-out 
episodes! Flashback and experience the best of That '70s Show in this stellar 
collection featuring the most memorable moments from Seasons 1-4.  Six 
friends are on the brink of adulthood and yearn for independence amid the 
growing pains of being teenagers in suburban Wisconsin.  Enjoy the hilarious 
shenanigans shared among this eclectic group as they deal with sex, drugs, rock 
‘n roll and, of course, their parents.  So, put on your mood ring and join the circle 
of fun with the best episodes from this retro-hip series! Dig These Stars: Ashton 
Kutcher(Two and a Half Men), Topher Grace (Predators), Mila Kunis (Black Swan), 
Wilmer Valderrama (From Prada to Nada), Debra Jo Rupp, Laura Prepon, Don 
Stark, Tanya Roberts, Kurtwood Smith, Danny Masterson. Mill Creek
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